Long denigrated and accused of every imaginable evil, the tobacco market is undergoing a renaissance with innovations that can change consumers’ habits — and health. Electronic cigarettes — or “e-cigs” — first appeared in 2007 and have seen growing success in France and worldwide. Together with other substitutes, such as heatable tobacco products, they now offer credible alternatives to tobacco.

In addition to traditional ways of consuming tobacco (cigarettes, cigars and pipes), there exist other tobacco products. Hookahs (water pipes), chewing tobacco and snuff are coming back into style, although they remain marginal. But recent forms of consumption are increasingly popular, especially when it comes to e-cigs.

E-cigs are devices that produce an aerosol (commonly called “vapour”) meant to be inhaled. Invented in their modern form in 2003 by Hon Lik, a Chinese pharmacist and engineer, they rely on a technology of vaporisation by heating resistance. This type of device consists of a battery-equipped end piece and an atomiser with the function of heating a liquid (“e-liquid”) that produces an aerosol of fine droplets contained in a gas. The e-liquid is a mixture with a base of propylene glycol and/or vegetable glycerine (glycerol). It also contains scents and, as appropriate, nicotine.

According to the ETINCEL-OFDT survey published in February 2014 by a French public interest group, 18% of those surveyed said they had use e-cigs at least once. Between 1.1 million and...
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1.9 million people (numbers that are rising continually), or nearly 3% of the population, are everyday users. In the United States, sales went from $500 million in 2012 to $2 billion in 2014. This is small compared to the $80-billion cigarette market, but it is growing quickly. Total trading volume worldwide was evaluated at $3 billion in 2013.10

Even the tobacco multinationals are getting involved. They undoubtedly wish to avoid the fate of Kodak, which disappeared after failing to go digital. Some of them are investing in the development of new products or in the purchase of start-ups.11 Innovation is brisk. In December 2014, there even emerged an e-cig made of cannabis extract, with no psychotic effect. This shows the disruptive capabilities of e-cigs in relation to the tobacco market.

Tobacco products are also changing, going back to 1988, when low-smoke Premier cigarettes came onto the market. In 1994, there was Eclipse, and in the late 1990s Accord. Heatbar, the most recent of them, uses a tobacco vapourisation process. None of these attempts has succeeded in creating a market.12

Ploom, launched in France in 2014 by Japan Tobacco International, involves tobacco capsules that are heated without burning, using a vapourisation system that relies on the Nespresso principle. Since there is no combustion, Ploom is a “clean cigarette” or “reduced-risk cigarette”. Doctors are wary, because there is not yet any conclusive study on this subject.13 That is not preventing competitors from moving forward. The new smoke-free iqos cigarette from Philip Morris is an example of this.

ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES: ARE THEY EFFECTIVE AT REDUCING SMOKING?

One third of everyday vapers are former smokers, and two-thirds are current smokers.14 What is at issue in terms of public health is whether e-cigs can create dependency among non-smokers and whether they can maintain dependency among tobacco smokers who have gone over to e-cigs.15

The initial conclusions are promising, despite some disagreements among scientists. Nicotine is a poisonous and addictive product regardless of how it is administered. E-cigs may quite possibly be addictive for non-smokers.16 However, e-cigs appear to be a better way to quit smoking than nicotine replacements. Evidently, “the risk of prolonged nicotine intake is far lower [with e-cigs] than continuing to smoke.”17 E-cigs provide nicotine without certain by-products of tobacco combustion (tars and carbon monoxide).

As regards the poor results from traditional cessation methods (e.g., patches, gum, compresses), an alternative such as e-cigs is welcome, even if it is not perfect. It is a matter of relative and not absolute effectiveness. E-cigs work better than traditional smoking cessation products, sales of which have been falling since 2010.18 Not even nicotine inhalers provide the same satisfaction as e-cigs. It takes 25 minutes for inhalers to produce relief from lack of nicotine. E-cigs take much less time and also have the advantage of lesser side effects than inhalers.19 It is also a matter of the ability to reproduce the vapor’s sensation on the throat when inhaling.20

A growing number of scientific articles show e-cigs to have a significant effect in tobacco cessation. An article published in Addiction magazine under the direction of Dr Jamie Brown shows positive effects from e-cigs in quitting smoking. E-cigs are 60% more effective in helping smokers cease than free will alone or other methods already on the market.21 Results from two studies conducted by Peter Hajek and his team, published in 2014, show that e-cigs with nicotine increase the chances of tobacco cessation over the long term compared to e-cigs with-

13. But Geneva-based anti-tobacco activist Jean-François Etter is asking to see, because it is possible that these new products may reduce the toxicity of tobacco. See “La piste d’une cigarette propre,” Le Temps, February 14, 2014.
18. See “Synthèse thématique : tabac et cigarette électronique.”
20. See “L’e-cigarette provoque des débats autour de sa réglementation.”
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out nicotine.22 A study from KU Leuven University found that nearly one-quarter of smokers lowered their cigarette consumption by half after trying e-cigs for eight months.23

In a 2014 survey, the association “Paris sans tabac” (Tobacco-free Paris) found a significant decline in the number of young people who smoke. They accounted for 11.2% of secondary school pupils (down from 20% in 2011) and 33.5% of students at the lycée level (compared to 42.9%). Young people are turning to e-cigs: 90% of young smokers have already tried them. Bertrand Dautzenberg thinks young people’s attitudes toward tobacco are changing, and this favours e-cigs. Moreover, it appears they are not a gateway to cigarettes. Dautzenberg, as well as other specialists such as Gérard Mathern,24 say e-cigs are contributing to the decline of tobacco. Although this interest in e-cigs among young people may not be to everyone’s liking, it may be contributing to a significant reduction in smoking.25

Regulations (including higher taxes) against smoking since France’s Evin law of 1991 have had a certain impact, especially among males. But the potential impact of e-cigs seems to be far greater. This is partly because vapers seek to avoid the carcinogenic elements of cigarettes. The ETINCEL-OFDT survey shows that the primary motivation of vapers is total cessation. Some 43% of French people find e-cigs to be an effective means of cessation. This makes it appear to be an exit door from smoking rather than an entryway.26 Even Health Minister Marisol Tou- raine, a fierce opponent of tobacco, admits that using e-cigs to quit smoking is a good idea, though this is not stopping her from seeking to regulate them.27

REGULATIONS AND ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES

Regulations on the use of tobacco products rest on two pillars. First is the idea that smoking is bad for the smoker’s health because tobacco combustion releases Category 1 carcinogens.28 There is also the notion that smoke is bad for the health of people around the smoker, in other words passive smoking.

A. Passive smoking is not what it was

Passive smoking also exists with vaping (we will be hearing about “passive vaping”) as well as with heated tobacco. Studies examining this phenomenon are rare. Other than being rather pleasant to breathe, it seems that e-cigs have few effects on those nearby. At issue is whether the aerosol released by e-cigs contains hazardous elements.

With tobacco smoke, the pollution comes mostly from particulate matter. With e-cigs, it is mostly gaseous. According to the Dautzenberg Report, the risks from the droplets contained in e-cig aerosol are theoretically more than 100 times lower than the risks from exposure to tobacco smoke.29 But passive vaping is not entirely free of danger. After exposure to e-cigs, serious cotinine (a metabolite of nicotine) is found at levels almost identical to those from cigarettes.30 However, e-cig aerosol does not produce passive exposure to either the carbon monoxide or the solid particles found in cigarette smoke. According to the Dautzenberg Report, the quantity of known carcinogens in e-cig aerosol is far lower than that in cigarette smoke.31

However, a report from Japan’s National Institute of Public Health, published in November 2014, states that the aerosol contains formaldehyde along with acrolein, glyxol and methylglyxol.32 The level of formaldehyde, a known carcinogen, may be up to 10 times higher than what cigarette smoke contains.33 But this level is not constant, and it varies according to many factors.

The greatest concern arises from the effects of the nicotine and its derivatives found in the aerosol. Priscilla Callahan-Lyon thinks exposure to the aerosols may lead to respiratory prob-

In the United States, sales went from $500 million is 2012 to $2 billion in 2014.

23. “La cigarette électronique calmerait l’envie de fumer,” Sciences et Avenir, November 21, 2014. Dr Jean-Paul Humair, director of the Geneva-based Centre d’information et de prévention du tabagisme, suggests vaping to reduce tobacco use, because he regards evidence of e-cigs’ effectiveness as adequate. E-cigs have positive effects in reducing tobacco-caused symptoms such as coughing, spatum, etc. See “Nous avons commencé à proposer de vapoter pour réduire l’usage du tabac,” Le Temps, 2013-11-22.
24. General secretary of the Société française de tabacologie.
29. Dautzenberg Report, p. 95. “Not even in the most extreme conditions are levels seen as toxic reached in a room where e-cigs are used.” Dautzenberg Report, p. 96.
33. It should be noted that the Dautzenberg Report (p. 97) found concentrations of formaldehyde five to 10 times higher in tobacco smoke than in e-cig aerosol.
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lems, but this remains to be verified.34 Despite this, it would appear that e-cigs largely, though not completely, diminish the problems related to passive smoking. Thus, it is far from clear that a ban on vaping in public places is needed if the effects on others are minor.35 Some people say this ban would reduce the attractiveness of e-cigs for smokers. Even so, the Dautzenberg Report recommends a ban for exemplary purposes, clearly a form of paternalism.36

B. Electronic cigarettes, a product apart?

In France, e-cigs are considered a common consumer product. They are neither a tobacco product nor a medication unless they claim a beneficial effect on health and contain more than 10 mg of nicotine with a concentration above 20 mg/ml.37 But according to the Dautzenberg Report, e-cigs are not a common consumer product. The report seeks the establishment of a new category of tobacco-free products containing nicotine providing for appropriate regulations to be implemented.38 The question arises as to what specific regulations are needed.

E-cigs are banned in various countries around the world. Other countries consider it a medication, requiring special authorisation to put it on the market, with sales restricted to pharmacies (see the Table p. 6). A total ban now seems impossible in France, given how much the market has developed since 2010.39 The European Union (EU) decided on October 8, 2013, not to classify e-cigs as medication.40 New legislation adopted by the EU on February 12, 2014, does not ban e-cigs, but most of the measures end up restricting rather than encouraging its use. This legislation authorises a nicotine level of 20 mg/ml in 2-ml atomisers.41 French specialists have mostly welcomed this decision favourably. Classifying e-cigs as medication would have had a negative effect on market development.

Countries where e-cigs are banned face growing illegal imports.42 It remains to be seen whether total bans can be maintained in the future. Some jurisdictions are choosing regulations rather than total bans. New York City has banned vaping in public places.43 E-cigs are also banned in restaurants in Chicago.44 Three U.S. states have banned vaping where traditional cigarettes are also banned. Eighteen other states have imposed fairly tough regulations on e-cig use. In addition, 274 cities or counties have laws that restrict vaping.45 The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) announced in 2014 that it intended to extend its powers to regulate e-cigs.

The most serious arguments in favour of regulating e-cigs are based on the hazardous nature of the e-liquid. Propylene glycol (which provides for a good rendering of scents) is usually considered safe. However, it is an excipient that is not completely neutral. It may cause irritations, allergic reactions and, in rare cases, a condition close to drunkenness.46 There is little information on its toxicity when inhaled repeatedly in the form of a hot aerosol. The same is true of glycerol, which provides for a more abundant aerosol. This product presents a theoretical risk of acrolein formation when the temperature rises and the molecule dehydrates.47 The e-liquids also contain impurities such as anatamine, norcotinine and anabasine.48

These are substances close to nicotine found by dint of the fact that nicotine is never 100% pure. On the other hand, e-cigs are nearly devoid of nitrosamines, which are carcinogens naturally present in tobacco.49 But they do contain acetic, acetic acid, chlorinated solvents and formaldehyde (which may result from heating propylene glycol). It seems that the heated scents are

35. Except for confined public places such as aircraft. But this may be determined by airline companies’ internal regulations. On this point, see the discussion between Bertrand Dautzenberg and Brice Lepoutre, “Faut-il craindre l’e-cigarette ?,” Le Figaro Magazine, June 14, 2013.
36. Dautzenberg Report, pp. 101 and 177. Rather than the precautionary principle, the report suggests the exemplarity principle. See also “Faut-il craindre l’e-cigarette ?”. In this regard, Marisol Touraine’s anti-tobacco plan is intended to prohibited vaping in workplaces, on public transport and in public places. The ban could be extended to restaurants. Advertising will be restricted and then banned in May 2016, in accordance with the European tobacco directive. See “Marisol Touraine présente le Programme national de réduction du tabagisme,” Ministère des Affaires sociales, de la santé et des Droits de la femme, September 25, 2014.
40. See Text P7_TA(2013)0398 and Amendment 165, Proposal for a directive, Recital 33, which states: “Given the potential of nicotine-containing substances to aid smoking cessation, Member States should ensure that they can be made available as widely as tobacco products.” See also the European directive 2014/40/UE, April 3, 2014, and “La directive sur le tabac restreint l’e-cigarette,” Le Temps, February 14, 2014.
41. It should be known that, even with a concentration of 18 to 20 mg/ml, vapers feel a hit on the throat resembling the effect of traditional cigarettes.
43. In force since December 18, 2013. The vote brought e-cigs into the Smoke-Free Air Act. The sale of e-cigs to people under age 21 is prohibited. See “New York interdit le vapotage dans les lieux publics,” Le Temps, December 20, 2013. Christine Quinn, then the City Council Speaker, said e-cigs could again make it normal to smoke in public places, a fear shared by French Health Minister Marisol Touraine.
46. But this has been demonstrated only experimentally and in large doses. See the Dautzenberg Report, pp. 40 and 82.
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what lead to the most serious question. Upon contact with hot resistance, scents are likely to be altered.50 These scents often contain acetone, diacetin, ambroxide and parabens.51

Apart from the Japanese study, the research up to now shows no major carcinogenic potential in the e-cig aerosol, because concentrations are low. The World Health Organization (WHO), however, recommends against vaping until its safety has been proven scientifically. The WHO also focuses on scents used in the e-liquid that may help attract young people to e-cigs and make them regular consumers, something that remains to be proven.52

CONCLUSION: INNOVATION IN THE SERVICE OF PUBLIC HEALTH

E-cigs are an example of a product that develops without major regulatory constraints at this stage. And this market is working well. Supply meets demand, meaning consumers’ wishes.53 E-cigs and heated tobacco products are innovations that are disrupting consumption among tens of millions of users. In 2014, there were more than 460 e-cig brands worldwide.54 The market is still young.

One way of managing the problems of a developing market is to let it select the best producers while imposing basic standards on e-liquid content.55 Already, some producers are no longer using ambroxide, diacetin or parabens.56 Brands with reputations are being built, and this will continue to advance product quality. It has been possible to observe a very positive shift in product quality since 2009, particularly with a growing number of producers using pharmaceutical-quality constituents.57 In the U.S., the American E-Liquid Manufacturing Standards Association was created in 2012. This is a market response for setting production standards. Associations of this type can play a beneficial role even though they can also become instruments for lobbying. If manufacturers and distributors are not protected by regulations, the market will continue to produce greater quality.

It is still too early to judge the full effects of e-cigs. That will take one or two decades of use by hundreds of thousands of users. Although new technologies may often raise questions, that is not a reason to prohibit them. In the late 1990s, there was a question as to whether cell phones posed a serious health risk. A risk existed, but benefits from use were enormous. We know now that the risks from e-cigs are by no means non-existent but they are potentially quite low in relation to traditional cigarettes.

51. Containers may also be the source of metals and other particles in the aerosol. This can be solved quite easily through improved manufacturing methods. See “E-cigarette : moins nocive pour l'entourage mais...”, Sciences et Avenir, August 29, 2014.
52. Many specialists, such as Ann McNeill, were surprised by the WHO’s conclusions, which seem too drastic. Jacques Le Houezec joined this chorus of criticism against the WHO because he thinks e-cigs can have a positive effect on public health. See “E-cigarette : des experts dénoncent le rapport trompeur de l’OMS,” Sciences et Avenir, September 8, 2014. E-cig sales to minor have been banned in France since March 17, 2014. For a warning against the risks related to nicotine addiction amongst new vapers, see “L’avis relatif aux bénéfices-risques de la cigarette électronique étendus en population générale,” Haut conseil de la santé publique, April 23, 2014.
53. In January 2010, there was just a single specialized shop, in Caen. In the course of 2014, there were more than 300 shops and 2,500 points of sale. The available statistics are not entirely clear. Sources: Xerfi and JDN.
55. Article 20 of European directive 2014/40/UE sets out safety and quality requirements for e-cigs. This directive will apply under national law as of May 2016. See also the Dautzenberg Report, p. 66.
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### TABLE

**Legal status of e-cigs around the world**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOTAL PROHIBITION</th>
<th>PROHIBITION WITH NICOTINE</th>
<th>MEDICATION</th>
<th>REGULATED</th>
<th>UNREGULATED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Australia (import for personal use is authorized)</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>European Union (limit on nicotine level)</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Canada (evolving)</td>
<td>Belgium (import for personal use is authorized)</td>
<td>France (nicotine limit; laws on advertising; vaping in public and sale to minors prohibited)</td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td>Finland (import for personal use is authorized)</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Italy (sale to minors prohibited)</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>France (if nicotine above the limit)</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>Germany (certain states)</td>
<td>Luxembourg (laws on prohibition of smoking)</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai</td>
<td>Norway (import for personal use is authorized)</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Malta (same laws as smoking)</td>
<td>Germany (federal level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece (evolving)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Netherlands (advertising prohibited)</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td></td>
<td>New Zealand (with nicotine, to be sold as medication; import for personal use is authorized)</td>
<td>Portugal (tax on nicotine)</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel (for 5 years until 2019)</td>
<td></td>
<td>South Africa (law rarely applied in practice)</td>
<td>Slovakia (vaping in public prohibited)</td>
<td>Japan (regulation being examined)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Slovenia (vaping in public prohibited)</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain (vaping in public prohibited)</td>
<td>Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Nepal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United States (some states and counties regulate use)</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seychelles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sweden (evolving; may be considered as medication)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United Kingdom (law pending)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>United States (federal level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Arab Emirates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>